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Executive summary
Who is in charge of the code on which blockchains and their applications run? Who runs the 
multibillion-dollar organisations of the most successful applications? When facing a difficult 
decision, how does a community that prides itself on trustless systems come to a consensus 
on which direction to take? We find out in this edition of the Bridge.
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1.  
Introduction
The Decentralised Autonomous Organisation (DAOs) run by the holders of the governance 
tokens performs the role similar to the upper management of an organisation. They vote 
on strategic decisions, democratically altering the protocol to perform and grow in a fast- 
developing ecosystem. Blockchain systems are constantly changing with new users, needs 
and applications, and code needs human intervention to keep up. DAOs and governance 
tokens transparently coordinate this human effort and align the interests of all stakeholders.

2.  
“Code is law”
The ideal case for blockchains is that “code is law”, that is, the rules of the open-source 
code of the blockchain or smart contract solely define the scope of what is possible, and 
everything done within it is fair play. This is derived from the trustless ethos of blockchain, 
where any interested individual can read and verify the source code themselves, requiring 
no middle party or mediator to transact. In the early days of crypto, this philosophy worked 
well when the primary use of crypto assets was as a medium of exchange and there were a 
smaller number of users to support. “User-beware” and “not your key, not your coin” worked 
well as the simple rules of the game.

Governance and discussions on improvement happened in an unorganised fashion on online 
forums and chats. Iterative upgrades to the protocols were suggested by contributing devel-
opers and implemented by the miners. The space was small enough to allow early developers 
and users to voice their opinions and move the protocol in the direction they wished. 

3.  
Forks
However, as the crypto ecosystem grew with more diverse use-cases and more significant 
sums of money became involved, differing factions with differing interests and priorities 
came to be. Any irreconcilable difference among these factions would result in the splitting 
up of the protocol through a fork. Two of the most prominent examples of this is the Ethereum 
fork of 2016 and the Bitcoin fork of 2017. 

In 2016, the very first DAO, which was simply called “The DAO”, ran a very successful initial 
coin offering (ICO) of about USD 150 mn. It was later exploited and lost USD ~60 mn worth of 
ether. Vitalik Buterin and the Ethereum developers proceeded with a very contentious fork to 
refund the investors when Ethereum was only a year old. The fork created two chains that we 
now call Ethereum (ETH) and Ethereum Classic (ETC). 

In 2017, the discussion on how to scale Bitcoin to support the growing user base also led to a 
fork. Bitcoin Core (BTC) chose to scale with layer-2 solutions like Lightning, and Bitcoin Cash 
(BCH) increased the block size to support more transactions, sacrificing decentralisation for 
scalability (see our report on the blockchain trilemma).

The dilemmas and the subsequent forks were very contentious solutions and adversely  
affected the BTC and ETH brand, even though there were the eventual winners. However, 
at the time, there were doubts on who among the developers, miners or users were really in 
charge. 

Currently, the Ethereum Foundation, a non-profit, coordinates the efforts of the developers 
with miners signal their intent to accept or reject the proposal. EIP (Ethereum Improvement 
Proposal) 1559 is an improvement to make gas fees on Ethereum more predictable and was 
accepted in the “All Core Developer Meeting”, but there is a growing movement among the 
miners to fork it as their revenues will be affected.

In this edition of the Bridge, 
we cover how governance in 
blockchain has evolved from 
its nascent disorganised 
beginnings with the ideal of 
perfect sanctity of code to 
multibillion-dollar DAOs that 
coordinate and incentivise the 
human elements needed for 
success. We cover how gover-
nance tokens confer certain 
rights and responsibilities on 
their holders. We discuss the 
mechanics of a DAO and the 
process of proposing and  
implementing change. 

Finally, we cover how  
governance models may  
be improved in the future  
to represent the broader  
community better.
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4.  
Utility and Governance Tokens
As decentralised applications (dapps) became popular during the Ethereum ICO boom of 
2017, utility tokens first gained prominence. These tokens are used as currency within a pro-
tocol in exchange for the service the protocol provides. For example, for every data request 
to the ChainLink Oracle, a fee in LINK has to be paid. Utility tokens provide no other rights 
or risks and therefore suffer from the problem of value accrual. A protocol’s success does 
not mean that the utility token will have any share in the value generated. Protocols have 
tried to solve this by burning the tokens earned, decreasing the overall supply, and indirectly  
increasing the value of remaining tokens. While the problem of value accrual may be par-
tially addressed, utility tokens still do not give the holders any control over the protocol or its 
direction. Investors remain dependent on the development team, who may not be as moti-
vated to maximise the value of utility tokens as much as the company’s equity shares.

The decentralised finance (DeFi) boom in 2020 saw the popularisation of governance  
tokens where holders have certain rights over the protocol, its treasury and direction but also  
underwrite certain risks. Like equity shareholders of a company, governance token holders of 
a protocol take the opposite side of its users. Whenever the users incur a cost on the protocol, 
the protocol’s treasury accumulates it. Similarly, the token holders underwrite protocol risk 
for users through either reimbursement from the treasury or dilution of tokens.

The developer organisation is usually incorporated in the form of a trust, with a certain 
amount of governance tokens vested to them, ensuring that the goal of value maximisation 
of the token is shared between the investors and developers. As the protocol matures, an 
inflation rate rewards active contributors and participants, and the governance is expected 
to become more decentralised. The trust can then play a minor role, leaving the governance 
holders to decide the direction of the protocol.

One of the most prominent examples of a governance token is Maker DAO’s MKR.  
MakerDAO is a lending platform and the issuer of the largest decentralised stable coin, DAI. 
It was initially founded in 2014 before Ethereum went live and has been in its current form 
since 2017. To receive DAI, users can lock crypto assets in over-collateralised vaults, effec-
tively leveraging their position. When users repay their loan, they pay a stability fee which is 
accumulated in the protocol treasury. In case there is under-collateralised DAI, MKR holders 
have to pay through dilution and new MKR is auctioned to meet the shortfall. This happened 
once in March 2020 when the crypto markets crashed and caused a shortfall of collateral for  
5.4 mn DAI.

https://blog.makerdao.com/the-market-collapse-of-march-12-2020-how-it-impacted-makerdao/
https://blog.makerdao.com/the-market-collapse-of-march-12-2020-how-it-impacted-makerdao/
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5.  
The Rise of Decentralised Autonomous  
Organisation
DAOs have come up to coordinate the efforts of governance token holders and manage 
the protocol to be more effective in tackling the changing needs of the ecosystem. A DAO 
enable its governance token holders to participate in a voting mechanism to make decisions 
when the underlying code is silent or itself needs to be changed. The rules of the DAO define 
the scope, rights and responsibilities of governance token holders. It also establishes the 
process by which changes can be implemented. For protocols that earn revenue like some 
DeFi applications or retained some tokens during distribution, the DAO also controls how the 
treasury is utilised.
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Figure 1: The treasury size of various protocols
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In effect, DAOs perform the role of the upper management of an organisation. Governance 
token holders vote on strategic decisions, democratically altering the protocol to perform 
and grow in a fast-developing ecosystem. Blockchain systems are constantly changing with 
growing users and needs, and code needs human intervention to keep up. DAOs and gover-
nance tokens transparently coordinate this human effort and align the interests of all stake-
holders.

Instead of raising funds through an ICO, governance tokens are usually distributed to users 
and contributors of the protocol to incentivise protocol adoption and decentralise the gov-
ernance among the most interested participants. During the fair launch of YFI tokens, Andre 
Cronje, the founder of Yearn Finance, famously called it to have “no financial value” as no 
payment had to be made to acquire YFI. However, control over the direction of a multibil-
lion-dollar protocol and its treasury is desirable, and therefore the tokens are valuable.

Figure 2: The price of the governance token of Yearn Finance –  
YFI that has “no financial value” according to its founder Andre Cronje
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Let us see some DAO proposals to understand better the scope of their powers and when 
human intervention is required:

YFI dilution
Yearn Finance’s token YFI had a fixed supply that was already fully distributed. As a result, it 
did not have a good mechanism to reward contributors and was lacking innovation. To over-
come this, the DAO voted to mint an additional 22% tokens to reward contributors and fund 
future growth. The original code, in this case, had a fixed supply, but the DAO increased the 
limit to meet the shared objective.

Uniswap governance thresholds
Currently, Uniswap DAO needs 10 mn UNI tokens or USD ~300 mn to propose a vote and 40 
mn UNI tokens or about USD ~1.2 bn to pass a vote. This proposal was to reduce the limits to 
propose a vote to 3 mn UNI tokens and achieve a quorum to 30 mn UNI tokens. This proposal 
was defeated as it was short by 400k UNI votes at 39.6 mn UNI votes in favour. While it would 
have perhaps allowed for more decentralised governance, there was a concern among UNI 
holders that lower thresholds might mean lower demand for the tokens and consequently 
lower price.

Fei Protocol refund
FEI token is supposed to function as an algorithmic stable coin pegged to USD. However, due 
to code and design issues, the peg is not established, and FEI currently trades at USD ~0.8. 
There is an ongoing vote to decide whether to refund FEI at USD 1, USD 0.9 or not at all from 
the protocol treasury. 

DAO governance process
The DAO defines a process that must be followed for changes to proposed and implemented. 
We will use the example of Uniswap governance. All token holders get one vote for each UNI 
token held. This has a dual purpose – large token holders are more invested in the success 
of the protocol and therefore should have a higher say, and attacking the governance pro-
cess through acquisition of majority tokens becomes expensive. To propose a change, the 
individual typically posts it first on the discussion forum to get feedback and gauge whether 
there is enough interest. Then they must collect the support of holders of 10 mn UNI or 1% of 
total supply to propose a vote officially. Once the vote is proposed along with the new code, 
it will pass if it has both a majority and at least holders of 4 mn UNI tokens voting in favour. If 
it passes, there is a minimum of two-day time lock to ensure the code is safe to deploy, after 
which it is deployed to the contract. Some DAOs have a non-binding signalling vote before 
the actual vote to gauge whether there is interest in a proposed change and towards which 
direction it is leaning.

Figure 3: Flow chart of a UNI governance proposal
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https://snapshot.org/#/yearn/proposal/QmX8oYTSkaXSARYZn7RuQzUufW9bVVQtwJ3zxurWrquS9a
https://app.uniswap.org/#/vote/1
https://snapshot.fei.money/#/fei.eth/proposal/QmWYNqr9Rcn8QFiZYyRqjQno3jXTToy3vM4bVKJkuntvoz
https://gov.uniswap.org/
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6.  
Limitations of DAOs and the Future
DAOs function well when the tokens are evenly distributed. However, in most cases, a few 
large wallets control a significant part of the tokens. For example, for Compound, just six  
addresses control more than 52% of the voting power. These six addresses can out vote 
more than 150,000 total addresses that have a positive balance. While it makes sense as 
they are the ones most invested in the protocol, adequate representation of minority in-
vestors is also a must-have for good governance and to achieve the blockchain ethos of  
decentralisation. Quadratic voting, where the number of votes granted per unit of token held 
decreases exponentially, may be a solution. This gives small voters more meaningful par-
ticipation in a proposal, and the cost to a single large entity to control the majority of votes 
becomes much higher. However, this requires proof-of-humanity to be successful, as without 
it the system can be gamed by breaking up large wallets into multiple smaller wallets to gain 
disproportionate voting power. 

As described above, governance through DAOs is a slow process. Therefore, the founding 
developer team usually has a multi-sig backdoor wallet that can bypass the need for a pro-
posal in case of emergencies. Such a system is needed while the ecosystem is still evolving, 
and with real values at stake, speed is sometimes necessary to tackle urgent threats. How-
ever, this goes against the blockchain ethos of trustless systems and should be phased out 
as the protocols mature. 

While it may seem that the present solutions are imperfect and require a degree of trust, 
the users still have some protection as they always have the last resort option of forking the 
protocol and going in their own direction. The side with a higher claim to legitimacy should 
be the winner, and in previous cases, the side with the users has won, whether it is BTC or ETH.

https://compound.finance/governance/leaderboard
https://compound.finance/governance/leaderboard
https://vitalik.ca/general/2019/12/07/quadratic.html
https://vitalik.ca/general/2021/03/23/legitimacy.ht
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7.  
Conclusion
Governance tokens provide a way to coordinate the human effort required in running a mul-
tibillion-dollar decentralised autonomous organisation. The token holders underwrite the 
protocol risk, and the token accrues value based on the revenue earned by the protocol. 
Governance tokens have been able to align the interest of all stakeholders, but their distri-
bution and control often lie with a few large players. We look forward to a future where these 
problems are programmatically solved, and governance tokens and DAOs become the fair 
controllers of the largest value-creating protocols in the world.
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tutes a personal recommendation. Investments involve risks, and investors should exercise prudence and their own judgment in making their investment decisions. Financial investments 
described in the document may not be eligible for sale in all jurisdictions or to certain categories of investors. Certain services and products are subject to legal restrictions and cannot 
be offered on an unrestricted basis to certain investors. Recipients are therefore asked to consult the restrictions relating to investments, products or services for further information. Fur-
thermore, recipients may consult their legal/tax advisors should they require any clarifcations. SEBA and any of its directors or employees may be entitled at any time to hold long or short 
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value or income of an investment. Tax treatment depends on the individual circumstances and may be subject to change in the future.

SEBA does not provide legal or tax advice and makes no representations as to the tax treatment of assets or the investment returns thereon both in general or with reference to specifc 
investor’s circumstances and needs. We are of necessity unable to take into account the particular investment objectives, financial situation and needs of individual investors and we would 
recommend that you take financial and/or tax advice as to the implications (including tax) prior to investing. Neither SEBA nor any of its directors, employees or agents accepts any liability 
for any loss (including investment loss) or damage arising out of the use of all or any of the Information provided in the document.

This document may not be reproduced or copies circulated without prior authority of SEBA. Unless otherwise agreed in writing SEBA expressly prohibits the distribution and transfer of 
this document to third parties for any reason. SEBA accepts no liability whatsoever for any claims or lawsuits from any third parties arising from the use or distribution of this document.

Research will initiate, update and cease coverage solely at the discretion of SEBA. The information contained in this document is based on numerous assumptions. Different assumptions 
could result in materially different results. SEBA may use research input provided by analysts employed by its affliate B&B Analytics Private Limited, Mumbai. The analyst(s) responsible for 
the preparation of this document may interact with trading desk personnel, sales personnel and other parties for the purpose of gathering, applying and interpreting market information 
The compensation of the analyst who prepared this document is determined exclusively by SEBA.
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